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The Deep
Episode 21: Bad Luck Fish

Review

★Use the words you learned in the previous episode to complete each
sentence.

1.

A _______________ is a creature believed to be a _______________.

2.

I wasn’t happy with my mother’s decision, so I screamed and made a mess. My
mother was not very happy with my negative _______________ or behavior.

3.

The Nektons have been held _______________ many times, but they always find a
way to escape from their imprisonment back to freedom.

4.

The sailor forgot to put down the _______________ of his boat before getting off.
So, when he came back the next day to get on board, he was surprised to see his boat
had drifted into the middle of the ocean.

Vocabulary

★Watch out for these words as you watch the episode. Then, try to
match each word to its correct definition.

1.

gloat

•

•

a. (adj.) not being able to move your body

2.

paralyzed

•

•

b. (v.) to enjoy your own success or the misfortune of
smn else

3.

sample

•

•

c. (v.) 1. to hit with force when moving
2. come into conflict or opposition

4.

debris

•

•

d. (n.) a part of sth taken to test or analyze

5.

collide

•

•

e. (n.) scattered pieces of waste or remains

6.

methane

•

•

f. (v.) catch fire or cause to catch fire

7.

ignite

•

•

g. (n.) a colorless type of gas that can easily cause a fire

Expressions

★Try to listen and find when these idioms/phrasal verbs are used in
the show. Then, write the definition of each expression.

8. have a crush on smn = ________________________________________________
9. blow up = _____________________________________________________________

Comprehension

★Fill in the answers to each question as you watch the TV show.

1. Where do ships sink mysteriously? ___________________________________________
2. Why do the Nektons go to see Dolos? And what information do they get from him?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. When did the first ship sink in this mysterious area the Nektons and Dolos are talking about?
________________________________________________________________________
4. Why does Dolos suddenly become interested in this mysterious place?
________________________________________________________________________
5. Why does Fontaine take a bad luck fish into the Aronnax?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
6. What caused the Aronnax to sink? ____________________________________________
7. What happens right before a bubble appears?
________________________________________________________________________
8. Why were the bubbles causing ships to sink in that area?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
9. What solution does Ant suggest? And why does everyone hate it?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
10. What fact have you learned about the bad luck fish? Were the bad luck fish actually causing
all the bad things to happen?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
11. How does Ant feel about bad luck? What does he think about bad luck?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

